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ABSTRACT 
When looking for a validation experiment for CFD application to reactor simulation for either design or 
safety studies, it appears that available data often suffer from a lack of local measurements, an 
insufficient number of measured flow variables, a lack of well-defined initial and boundary conditions, 
and a lack of information on results uncertainty. Therefore the working group on CFD application to 
nuclear safety of the OECD-NEA-CSNI-WGAMA decided to establish some requirements for CFD-
grade experiments able to validate properly the single phase CFD tools. The SILENCE network also 
supported this initiative and contributed to this work. This paper is a first attempt to establish such 
requirements. Several steps of an ideal experimental program are considered from the design to the 
data analysis in order to give recommendations and guidelines for future experiments. Clear objectives 
should be first defined with reference to a reactor application, an analysis of the process to be 
investigated and a selection of the type of turbulence model which may be used for the simulation. Then 
a discussion between experimentalists and the CFD code practitioners is necessary to define the test 
section geometry, the initial and boundary conditions, the quantities of interest with their locations, to 
define the requirements on the measurement uncertainty. The choice of measurement technique stem 
from these specifications. The acceptance criteria should be defined in accordance with the required 
accuracy and the sensitivity of the measurements to the uncertainty in the experimental conditions. 
Preliminary CFD simulations are necessary to confirm the most appropriate measurement locations, 
experimental conditions and overall the interest of the experiment for the physics to validate. Iterations 
may be necessary to get an optimized design of the experiment. CFD grade experiments should be able 
to validate CFD and one important concern is to minimize the validation uncertainty on some selected 
figures of merit. 
Key Words: CFD, experiment, Validation 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Following the conclusions of the May 2002 Aix-en-Provence Exploratory Meeting of Experts on the 
Application of Computational Fluid Dynamics to Nuclear Reactor Safety (NRS) Problems WGAMA 
initiated activities in 2003 in order to promote the use of CFD for nuclear safety. Three separate Writing 
Groups (WG) were created. WG1 established the “Best Practice Guidelines (BPG) for the Use of CFD 
in Nuclear Reactor Safety Applications” (Mahaffy et al, 2007, 2015 [1,2]) with a set of guidelines for a 
range of single phase applications of CFD. WG2 produced a document on the “Assessment of CFD 
Codes for Nuclear Reactor Safety Problems” (Smith et al., 2007, 2014 [3,4]) with a compendium of 
current application areas and a catalogue of experimental validation data relevant to these applications. 
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A list of NRS problems for which CFD analysis is expected to bring real benefits has been compiled, 
and reviewed critically. Validation data from all available sources has been assembled and documented. 
Assessment databases relating to specific NRS issues has been catalogued separately, and more 
comprehensively discussed. Gaps in the existing assessment databases were identified.WG3 treated 
the “Extension of CFD Codes to Two-Phase Flow Safety Problems” (Bestion et al., 2006, 2010, 2014 
[5,6,7,8]). Then a review of uncertainty methods for CFD application to Nuclear reactor 
thermalhydraulics was written (Bestion et al., 2016 [9]). 
 International benchmarks were also organized to test CFD capabilities to address reactor issues. A first 
benchmark was based on a mixing Tee experiment from Vattenfall [10] for investigating thermal fatigue. 
The second benchmark addressed flow in a rod bundle with specific influence of spacer grids and was 
based on a MATIS-H test of KAERI [11]. The third benchmark addressed physical processes 
(particularly stratification erosion) occurring in a containment following a postulated severe accident in 
which there is a significant build-up of hydrogen in the containment atmosphere. It is based on a PANDA 
test of PSI (Paul Scherer Institute) [12]. The fourth benchmark was the first Uncertainty Quantification 
exercise on a rather simple mixing problem in presence of buoyancy effects. It was based on the GEMIX 
mixing layer experiment of PSI in presence of density differences. The on-going 5th benchmark is the 
second benchmark with uncertainty evaluation and is devoted to cold leg mixing processes associated 
to ECCS injection with high density differences. It uses an experiment of Texas A&M University. 
The Writing Groups proposed to the WGAMA committee to extend the work by organizing a new series 
of international workshops to provide a forum for experimenters and numerical analysts to exchange 
information. The first of the workshops, which are all specifically focused on the application of CFD to 
nuclear reactor safety (NRS) issues, took place in Garching, Germany, in September 2006 under the 
acronym CFD4NRS [13], sponsored jointly by the OECD/NEA and the IAEA. Papers describing CFD 
simulations were accepted only if there was a strong validation component. Most related to the NRS 
issues highlighted in this paper, such as pressurized thermal shock, boron dilution, hydrogen 
distribution, induced breaks and thermal striping. Selected papers of each workshop appeared in a 
special issue of Nuclear Engineering and Design.  
The second workshop in the series, XCFD4NRS [14], took place in Grenoble, France in September 
2008. Here, the emphasis was more on new experimental techniques and two-phase CFD. CFD4NRS-
3 took take place in Washington DC in September 2010 [15]. The CFD4NRS-4 workshop took place in 
Daejeon, Korea in September 2012 [16]. CFD4NRS-5 workshop was in Zurich, in September 2014 [17]. 
CFD4NRS-6 workshop took place in Cambridge, MA, in September 2016. The CFD4NRS-7 workshop 
will take place in Shanghai, China, in September 2018. The CFD4NRS workshops are a very useful 
addition to the more general conferences aimed at the nuclear technology community in that they are 
highly focused on CFD applications to nuclear safety issues and the separate effect and integral 
experiments which validate them. The papers reporting experimental findings must contain data from 
local measurements of parameters of interest, suitable for CFD validation, and the use of error bounds 
on the data are very desirable. 
In parallel to WGAMA activities, the SILENCE (Significant L&H WR thermal-hydraulic Experiments 
Network for the Consistent Exploitation of the data) network was created for cooperation among teams 
of experimentalists managing significant experimental projects in nuclear reactor thermal-hydraulics. 
The objectives are: 
 Optimizing the funding available worldwide for experiments, recognizing their vital role for the 
design and the safety of existing and coming NPP 
 Coordinating the efforts of teams of experimentalists in order to provide a support for 
international institutions, like OECD/NEA and IAEA, namely for launching and possibly 
organizing ISPs.  
 Addressing the scaling issue and providing an agreed view from the side of experimentalists. 
This also implies the design and the execution of Counterpart Tests.  
 Setting-up a Center of Expertise for supporting experimental programs in “Embarking Countries” 
having interests in the area of large thermal-hydraulic experiments. 
 Maintaining, expanding and using the database of experiments already available from various 
parts of the world possibly in cooperation with the international institutions (notably OECD/NEA 
where NEA Data Bank is available) 
 Improving the existing measurement techniques. 
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One of the activities of SILENCE network towards fulfilling the above mentioned objectives was to 
organize the “Specialists Workshop on Advanced Instrumentation and Measurement Techniques for 
Nuclear Reactor Thermal-Hydraulics (SWINTH)”, which was held in Italy on June 2016. The workshop 
covered the technology of experimentation in nuclear thermal-hydraulics, including both separate effect 
and integral test facilities, with coarse as well as CFD-grade measurements, and not limited to light 
water-cooled reactor technology (www.nineeng.org/swinth). 
Both the WGAMA CFD Task Group and the SILENCE network identified the need to establish more 
detailed Guidelines and Requirements for future “CFD-Grade Experiments” and this paper is an effort 
in this direction. 
In the present paper, the role of validation in resolving a thermalhydraulic issue with CFD is recalled and 
the objectives of a CFD-Grade experiment are defined. The scope of this analysis is given with emphasis 
on single phase CFD.  
Then a list of requirements is proposed for both separate effect tests (SET) and combined effect tests 
(CET) about boundary and initial conditions (BIC), flow parameter measurements, measurement 
uncertainty of quantities of interest and BIC in view of minimizing the validation uncertainty. At last 
guidelines and recommendations are given and a roadmap for the design of a CFD-grade experiment 
is proposed.  
2. THE OBJECTIVES OF CFD CODE VALIDATION 
The reactor safety demonstration requires the analysis of complex problems related to accident 
scenarios. Often, the experiments cannot reproduce at a reasonable cost the physical situation without 
any simplification or distortion and the numerical tools cannot simulate the problem by solving the exact 
equations. Only reduced scale experiments are feasible to investigate the phenomena and only 
approximate system of equations may be solved to predict time and/or space averaged parameters with 
errors due to imperfections of the closure laws and to numerical errors. Therefore complex 
methodologies are necessary to solve a problem including: 
 a Phenomena and Identification Ranking Table (PIRT) analysis,  
 a scaling analysis and  the selection of scaled Integral Effect Tests (IET), CETs and SETs,  
 the selection of a numerical simulation tool,  
 the verification and validation (V&V) of the tool,  
 the analysis of transposition for use of the tool in the intended reactor case [19] (including 
identification of the geometrical (scale effect) and physical differences between the validation 
cases and the scope of utilization,  
 the assessment of the ability of the models to remain predictive (or penalizing) taking account 
of the differences identified between the validation range of the tool and the utilization range, 
including notably the justification of the transposition of the adjustments and the uncertainties 
and assuring the consistency of modelling choices in the safety studies with the choices adopted 
for the validation cases), 
  the code application to the safety issue of interest and the use of an uncertainty method to 
determine the uncertainty of numerical prediction.  
This global approach is illustrated in Figure 1.  
 
Verification answers the question: do we solve the equations right? 
Verification of a code allows assessing the correct implementation of all numerical and physical models 
in a CFD method. Verification assessment generally performed in two steps, first to confirm that the 
software is working as intended an second, to verify the calculation performed by numerical calculations 
and quantification of numerical errors, if any. For the second step, usually simple test cases with 
analytical solutions or with manufactured solutions are simulated. It may also include the calculations of 
experiments to test all relevant implementation aspects of a CFD code and the models implemented. 
This step is conducted by the code developers. 
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Figure 1. Methodology for Solving a complex Reactor Thermalhydraulic Issue 
Validation answers the question: do we solve the right equations? 
Validation of a code is a process to assess the accuracy of the tested physical models of the code based 
on comparisons between computed result and experimental data. The validation is performed to provide 
confidence in the ability of a code to predict the values of the safety parameters or parameters of interest. 
It may also be used to estimate a bias on the specific configuration under concern. The results of a 
validation may be used to determine the uncertainty of some constitutive laws of the code. The validation 
can be conducted by the code developers and/or by the code users. The former case is called 
developmental assessment and the latter is called an independent assessment. A validation matrix is a 
set of selected experimental data for the purpose of extensive and systematic validation of a code within 
the limits of a given application scope. The validation matrix usually includes:  
 basic tests  
 separate effect tests (SETs) 
 integral effect tests (IETs) 
 nuclear power plant data  
Separate Effect Tests are experimental tests which intend to investigate a single physical process either 
in the absence of other processes or in conditions which allow measurements of the effects of the 
process of interest. SET may be used to validate a physical model independently from the others. 
Integral Effect Tests are experimental tests which intend to simulate the behavior of a complex system 
with all interactions between different dynamic phenomena occurring in various system components. 
IET relative to reactor accidental thermal-hydraulics can simulate the whole primary cooling circuit and 
simulate the accidental scenario through initial and boundary conditions. 
The SETs may include single effect tests where only one process is investigated and may also include 
combined effect tests (CETs) where a few processes are investigated implying several physical models 
having a significant influence. Although CET is not a standard nomenclature in CSNI documents we use 
it here to distinguish them from single effect tests and from IETs. Combined effect Tests (CETs) also 
simulate interactions between various flow and heat transfer processes occurring in various system 
components without simulating the whole system or reactor circuit of interest. It may simulate the flow 
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in several components of a reactor including various geometries and various phenomena. Examples 
are the ROCOM or HIBISCUS test facilities used to investigate phenomena in PWR cold legs and 
Pressure vessel in boron dilution or PTS scenarios.  . 
In the validation, the comparison of simulation results with measurements from experiments is a key 
point starting with the metric definition. Depending on the metric, agreement can appear poor or good. 
The choice of the metric should be goal oriented. Quantification of a bias on IET can contribute to 
uncertainty quantifications. Quantification of biases on different SET can be used for calibration if 
performed.  
One may list the following sources of uncertainty of single-phase CFD application (Bestion et al., 
2016[9]): 
 Initial and boundary conditions:  
 Uncertainties related to the physical models 
o Uncertainties related to the parameters of physical models: wall functions – if used – to 
express momentum and energy wall transfers and parameters of turbulence models 
(e.g. C1, C2, Cm, Prk and Pr of the k- model) are sources of uncertainties 
o Uncertainties related to non-modelled physical processes and uncertainties related to 
the form of the models: models may have inherent limitations. For example, any eddy 
viscosity model like k- or k-ω cannot predict a non-isotropic turbulence nor an inverse-
cascade of energy from small turbulence scales to large ones.  
 Uncertainties related to the numerical solution: they are related to spatial discretization errors, 
time discretization errors, iteration errors and round-off errors.  
 Simplification of the geometry: non modelled geometrical details may have some impact on the 
resulting flow.  
 Uncertainties due to scaling distortions: when the uncertainty or the accuracy is determined in 
a given range of flow conditions characterized by a geometry and extrapolated to a reactor with 
a different geometry and different values of some non-dimensional numbers. 
 Uncertainty due to physical properties of fluid and solids.  
 Uncertainty arising from physical instabilities/chaotic behavior: Non-linear dynamic systems 
(like Navier Stokes equations) can have under certain circumstances a chaotic behavior.  
 
Code validation requires comparison to experiments of various types, SETs, IETs possibly including 
CETs. The determination of code uncertainty also uses comparison to data of the various types to get 
the basic information for an inverse model uncertainty quantification. In the review of uncertainty 
methods for CFD application to nuclear reactor thermalhydraulics (Bestion et al., 2016 [9]) two types of 
methods are considered for model uncertainty quantification, an accuracy extrapolation and an input 
uncertainty propagation as illustrated in Figure 2. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the methods 
and shows what type of experiments (SETs, CETs and IETs) are necessary. One may observe that 
input uncertainty propagation methods require SETs to get information on the uncertainty of the 
parameters of the models while extrapolation methods require more prototypical experimental data to 
measure the accuracy of the model in conditions close to the reactor application. For example, one can 
validate and determine uncertainty of the parameters of a turbulence model by calculating a set of 
experiments with basic flow configurations such as a boundary layer, a free jet, an impinging jet, a wake, 
a mixing layer, a grid turbulence decay, and so on…This may be useful in a BEPU approach using a 
propagation of input uncertainties approach. One can also determine the code model accuracy on a 
specific target value by calculating CET tests which simulate the reactor situation of interest with a 
scaled geometry and then to propagate by some method the uncertainties determined on the target 
value to the reactor application. Since these two types of tests are rather different they are not treated 
in the same way for the initial and boundary conditions, the number and quality of measurements, and 
the measurement uncertainty. This has to be taken into account in the requirements for CFD grade 
experiments. 
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Figure 2: Illustration of the two methods for taking model uncertainty into account in a CFD 
simulation of a reactor issue 
 
Table 1: Synthesis of the various methods on uncertainty of CFD (based on [9]) 
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Propagation 
method 
Monte-Carlo random 
sampling 
OK OK No OK OK OK 
Can use 
many 
possible 
Use of meta-models 
(e;g. PCE) 
Only a few of them 
Can use 
many 
No 
Deterministic 
sampling 
Only a few of them 
Can use 
many 
No 
Extrapolation 
method 
Extended UMAE 
Not 
fully 
All of them are collectively 
accounted for, though not 
explicitly and individually 
addressed 
Must use 
 
Must use 
 
Based on ASME 
In principle may address all 
May depend on how ASME method is 
extended 
No 
Must use 
 
Combined 
propagation & 
extrapolation 
method 
Use of meta models 
or not 
A few by propagation 
Others by extrapolation 
Can use 
 
Must use 
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3. OBJECTIVES OF A CFD-GRADE EXPERIMENT 
ASME (American Society of Mechanical Engineers) has worked on a standard for Verification and 
Validation (V&V) and Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) for CFD and Heat Transfer application (ASME 
V&V 20-2009 [18]). 
ASME V&V20 standard for verification and validation in computational fluid dynamics and heat transfer 
states that: “The concern of V&V is to assess the accuracy of a computational simulation.” In current 
industrial CFD modelling (non DNS), results come from a solved part of Navier-Stokes equations and 
from a modelled part of these equations. Verification of correct solving of equations (called solution 
verification) can be considered “tractable” even for complex flows and once it is done, uncertainty arising 
from physical model uncertainty is a legitimate concern.  
Practically, the standard V&V 20-2009 affirms that “The ultimate goal of V&V is to determine the degree 
to which a model is an accurate representation of the real world”. This standard is strongly based on the 
use of experimental data for V&V and consequently for UQ. With this approach, the ASME puts a strong 
link between V&V and UQ. 
Therefore, one may define some requirements for CFD-grade experiment by considering the 
requirements of the ASME standard. 
The comparison error E in any validation process is defined as the difference between the simulation 
result denoted by S, and the experimental value D: 
𝐸 = 𝑆 − 𝐷 
If we denote T as the true value then the comparison error can be split into: 
𝐸 = 𝑆 − 𝑇 − (𝐷 − 𝑇) 
Then, one defines the experimental data error 𝛿𝐷 and the simulation error 𝛿𝑆, as follows:  
𝛿𝐷 = 𝐷 − 𝑇;    𝛿𝑆 = 𝑆 − 𝑇 
The simulation error 𝛿𝑆 has three components, the error due to the physical modelling  𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 the 
numerical solution error 𝛿𝑛𝑢𝑚 produced by the numerical algorithm and the discrete mesh used to solve 
the modelling equations and the input data errors (IC, BC, properties,..;)  𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡. E can be expressed as 
the overall result of all the errors coming from the experimental data and the simulation. 
𝐸 =  𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 + ( 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 +  𝛿𝑛𝑢𝑚 − 𝛿𝐷) 
It is assumed that D is based on an average of individual measurements, and that the error 𝛿𝐷 is 
computed using the ordinary methods of the experimental fluid dynamics, and the same assumption is 
valid for the experimental uncertainty 𝑢𝐷. Therefore, the uncertainty of the comparison error is given by 
the expression:  
𝑢𝐸 = √𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
2 + 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
2 + 𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑚2 + 𝑢𝐷
2  
The components of the simulation uncertainty that can be estimated are the numerical simulation 
uncertainty  𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑚 , the input data uncertainty 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡  and the experimental uncertainty 𝑢𝐷  . However there 
is no established method to estimate the physical modelling uncertainty 𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  . 
To solve this problem the unknown error 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 produced by the modelling is isolated: 
𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 𝐸 − ( 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 +  𝛿𝑛𝑢𝑚 − 𝛿𝐷) 
E, its sign and its magnitude are known. Next, the validation uncertainty 𝑢𝑣𝑎𝑙, is defined as an estimation 
of the standard deviation of the combination of errors  𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 +  𝛿𝑛𝑢𝑚 − 𝛿𝐷, if these errors are really 
independent the combined validation uncertainty is given by the expression: 
𝑢𝑣𝑎𝑙 = √𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
2 + 𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑚2 + 𝑢𝐷
2  
𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
2  may be given by: 
𝑢𝐸
2 = 𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
2 + 𝑢𝑣𝑎𝑙
2  
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ASME standard gives solutions to evaluate every terms of the comparison error (E) and the validation 
uncertainty (𝒖𝒗𝒂𝒍).  
Propagation methods are mainly used to evaluate code result uncertainties coming from input 
parameters. Uncertainties of numerical solutions are given by the solution verification step. The standard 
indicates how to use the E and 𝒖𝒗𝒂𝒍. These quantities give an accuracy of the model used.  
From 𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = √𝑢𝐸
2 − 𝑢𝑣𝑎𝑙
22 one can draw the following conclusions: 
 If 𝒖𝒗𝒂𝒍      is relatively small the comparison of the code prediction with experimental data can 
provide a useful and precise information on the quality of the physical model since 𝒖𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍 ≅ 𝒖𝑬 .  
 If an a priori model uncertainty 𝒖𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍  is evaluated or expected, one can calculate the impact 
of this model uncertainty on any sensitive parameter of interest (or figure of merit- by sensitivity 
tests and compare with the impact of 𝒖𝒗𝒂𝒍. .  
 If 𝒖𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍 < 𝒖𝒗𝒂𝒍. The experiment is not very informative 
 𝐈𝐟  𝒖𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍 > 𝒖𝒗𝒂𝒍. The experiment is capable of showing if the expected model uncertainty is 
reached 
 If |𝑬 |>> 𝒖𝒗𝒂𝒍     the model used induced more error than the validation uncertainty so the model 
can be improved or calibrated on the experiment in order to have less uncertainty on the result.  
 If |𝑬| < 𝒖𝒗𝒂𝒍    the larger uncertainty is on the validation uncertainty which implies that the model 
accuracy cannot be improved if this uncertainty cannot be reduced. The standard indicates that 
in one or the other case, this is not a proof that the model has a good or bad quality but it gives 
an indication on it.  
A CFD grade experiment is an experiment which can be used to validate the physical model, which 
means that it provides a relatively low uncertainty of validation 𝒖𝒗𝒂𝒍.and allows a good determination of 
the model uncertainty 𝒖𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍. Then, using the values of  𝜹𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍  for many measured flow parameters, 
inverse uncertainty quantification methods may in principle be used to obtain the uncertainty of several 
model parameters such as C1, C2, C, Prk and Pr of the k- model. Inverse uncertainty quantification 
are currently used for system codes but are not yet so common in CFD application. Reported 
applications may limit the analysis to one dominant model parameter (e.g. a turbulent Prandtl number 
for temperature mixing problems or a turbulent Schmidt number for a boron dilution problem).  
Therefore, an experiment which minimizes both  𝜹𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕 and 𝜹𝑫 also minimizes 𝒖𝒗𝒂𝒍 and provides more 
information on the accuracy of the model. One can consider that: 
A CFD-grade experiment should provide the lowest values of  𝜹𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕 and 𝜹𝑫 
However the capability for an experiment to provide information on the uncertainty of model parameters 
may not be the concern of a reactor thermalhydraulic safety analysis. This is the case by application of 
uncertainty extrapolation method. Here the total uncertainty of all models together is the target.. The 
final goal is often to compare a parameter of interest to a safety criterion, to assess if the reactor is safe 
in the situation of interest. Very often, CETs or IETs are built to represent a part of a reactor circuit (e.g. 
the ROCOM test facility) at reduced scale trying to simulate the reactor situation of interest by respecting 
the non-dimensional numbers characteristic of the dominant phenomena. Due to the large dimensions 
and the complexity of the reactor components, it is much more difficult than in SETs to measure all 
necessary BIC and all flow field variables in the region of interest with a low uncertainty. Then  𝜹𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕 
and 𝒖𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕may be rather large. Such experiments should at least provide sufficient information to allow 
quantifying the accuracy of CFD code predictions for the relevant Figures of Merit (the parametersof 
interest in the safety analysis such as some local temperatures, some boron concentrations, thermal 
stresses, …) and assessing whether such accuracy can support reliable conclusions for the safety case. 
In this case, the experiment should target a predetermined code uncertainty for the selected FoMs. 
Instead of providing data to allow quantifying the uncertainty on some specific model parameters, it 
should help in the determination of the uncertainties on FoMs prediction, which result from various 
sources of uncertainty. Minimizing  𝜹𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕 and 𝜹𝑫 remains the objective but it is applied to any specified 
FoM. Therefore one will consider first the requirements for CFD grade SET which may be used in the 
context of an uncertainty propagation methodology for the reactor application and then one will add 
some specific comments for CFD-grade CET or IET which may be used in the context of an accuracy 
extrapolation methodology for the reactor application. 
Another important requirement is that the design of the experiment should be done in collaboration 
with the code user from the beginning of the experimental project. Code users or safety analysts can 
then expose the goal of the experiment, in terms of model validation (for example, what type of 
turbulence model is targeted), of target parameters necessary in the validation process, of 
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uncertainties targeted… On the other hand, CFD code users can perform pre-calculations to help the 
definition of the mock-up, in terms of geometrical design, range of pressure and/or temperature 
reached during the future tests, choice of boundary conditions… 
A CFD-grade experiment should first be characterized by a fruitful exchange between 
experimentalists and code users, from the beginning of the design of the mock-up to the end of 
the analysis of its results. 
When designing a CFD-grade experiment it is expected that the domain of interest is clearly defined by: 
 A fluid volume where phenomena are to be investigated: it is bound by solid boundaries and 
fluid boundaries. This fluid volume is the volume which will be simulated by CFD 
 Inlet fluid surfaces are defined as surfaces where the fluid enters the fluid volume of interest 
and where inlet boundary conditions will be defined for the CFD simulation 
 Outlet fluid surfaces are defined as surfaces where the fluid leaves the fluid volume of interest 
and where outlet boundary conditions will be defined for the CFD simulation 
 Solids may be partly integrated to the domain of interest and domain of simulation. Depending 
on this, some boundaries of the solid are within the simulation domain (using conjugate heat 
transfer) and other boundaries will become external boundaries  
The preliminary specification of fluid and solid volumes of interest and of inlet and outlet fluid surfaces 
is of prime importance to select where initial and boundary conditions have to be known. 
A CFD-grade experiment should specify the fluid and solid volume of interest, the inlet and 
outlet fluid surfaces, the solid fluid boundaries and the external solid boundaries in a way that 
they can be used as input data with required accuracy 
A general requirement may be to define a priori acceptance criteria before designing an experiment. 
If the only objective is to validate a CFD code on a specific flow configuration, the acceptance criterion 
may be to minimize the validation uncertainty on specific FoMs. Examples may be the following: 
 The objective is to validate a CFD code for singular pressure losses prediction, the acceptance 
criterion may be that the validation uncertainty related to some predetermined pressure 
difference P between two locations in the test section should not exceed a given percentage 
X%. 
 If the objective is to predict the fluid temperature and wall heat transfer in a pressure vessel with 
a predetermined space and time resolution (e.g. for PTS investigation) the acceptance criterion 
may be that the validation uncertainty related to a predetermined temperature difference T 
between ECCS injection and a region of the annular downcomer should not exceed a given 
percentage Y%. 
If the objective is to determine a CFD code model parameter uncertainty, the acceptance criteria will be: 
 measured flow parameters  are sufficiently sensitive to the model parameter  
 measured flow parameters have a minimum validation uncertainty 
There may be reactor safety issues where the safety criterion is in a reactor component which will not 
be treated by the CFD tool. For example boron dilution problems and steam line break transients are 
usually investigated with a coupling of a CFD tool -used from intermediate leg of a PWR up to entrance 
of the core- a component code using a porous 3D model or a sub-channel analysis code for the core, 
and a system code for the rest of the reactor. The objective being to determine the core reactivity 
change, a requirement may be defined on the accuracy of the predicted temperature field or boron 
concentration field at inlet of the core which will affect the reactivity. In such case, preliminary simulations 
should define the requirement on the accuracy of T° or Xboron to get the required accuracy on the 
reactivity. Then acceptance criteria may be defined for an experiment which simulates the mixing in the 
domain treated by CFD. 
4. SCOPE OF THE ANALYSIS 
CFD stands for Computational Fluid Dynamics. This term could be used for any kind of fluid dynamic 
equations solved by a computer. However in the current practice, CFD is usually applied for 3D (or 2D 
when some symmetry may be assumed) simulations only. CFD can be used for 1-Phase, for 2-phase, 
for multiphase, and for multicomponent flows. CMFD (Computational Multi-fluid Dynamics) was also 
introduced for multi-fluid approaches. 
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Here our analysis will be limited to 1-phase possibly multi-component (water-boron, air-steam-H2,…) 
flow with possible heat and mass transfers within the fluid and with walls, at first. No chemical reactions 
are considered here. 
Newtonian fluids are considered only. 
In components with a lot of solid structures, the porous body approach is used sometimes, this approach 
is not considered here. Only CFD in open medium with walls at the boundaries of the simulation domain 
are here considered, including conjugate heat transfer with a possible coupling of solid and fluid domains 
CFD codes may include various approaches such as: 
RANS - URANS approaches: time or ensemble averaging of equations for steady or slowly varying 
flows; turbulence is modelled over the entire range of scales 
LES - VLES approaches: space filtered equations: necessarily 3D and transient in turbulent flows; 
turbulence is partly resolved (large scales) and partly modelled (small scales) 
CFD grade experiments are here considered for validation of all these approaches which are used for 
nuclear reactor design and safety assessment. One may list the main applications of CFD to reactors. 
Application of single-phase CFD to reactor design: 
 Prediction of Pressure losses: regular and singular pressure losses in any geometry 
 Prediction of thermal stratification/mixing  
 Prediction of solid-fluid heat transfer (HT) coefficient in nominal condition (prediction of fuel 
temperature) 
 Prediction of Fluid solid interaction (FSI) with mechanical efforts on solid structures: vibration, 
fretting 
 Optimization of temperature mixing in a core for critical Heat Flux (CHF) investigations 
 Prediction of flowrate distribution in a multi-channel geometry (e.g. lower plenum) 
Application of single-phase CFD to reactor safety 
Most issues are related to turbulent mixing problems, including temperature mixing or mixing of 
components in a mixture (boron in water, Hydrogen in air,…): 
 Boron dilution 
 Main steam line break (MSLB)  
 Pressurised thermal shock (PTS) 
 Hot-leg temperature heterogeneities 
 Induced break 
 Thermal fatigue 
 Hydrogen distribution in containment 
 Temperature distributions in a Spent Fuel Pool during a Loss-of-Cooling accident 
 Special considerations for advanced (including Gas-Cooled) reactors 
In some mixing problems, density differences induce buoyancy effects which have a significant influence 
on the mixing process. 
The above problems may be simulated with either RANS or LES models of turbulence or with both. For 
steady-state or quasi-steady-state flows one may use RANS. For rather slow and long transients (boron 
dilution, PTS, Hydrogen distribution,…) one may use URANS. Situations where phenomena of interest 
are at a small time scale (e.g. thermal fatigue) may require LES although URANS may be acceptable. 
5. REQUIREMENTS FOR BIC AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FLUIDS AND SOLIDS 
Experimentally minimizing  𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 requires an accurate knowledge of: 
 Fluid and solid material properties 
 Initial conditions in solid and fluids in transient problems 
 Boundary conditions in both steady and transient problems (e.g. heat losses) 
Solid properties 
 Density:      ρ(P,T)  
 Specific heat     Cp(P,T)  
 Heat conductivity     (P,T)  
 Emissivity (if radiation is playing a role)    
 Surface roughness    Ra  
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Properties of most solids are known. However, in some cases a specific measurement of properties 
may be needed. Also the thermal expansion may be taken into account in some problems with 
significant boundary deformations. 
Fluid properties:        
 Density (possibly) function of mass concentration:  ρ(P,T) or ρ(P,T, Xj) 
 Specific heat      Cp(P,T) or Cp(P,T, Xj) 
 Specific enthalpy      h(P,T) or h(P,T, Xj) 
 or specific internal energy    e(P,T) or e(P,T, Xj) 
 Heat conductivity      (P,T) or (P,T, Xj) 
 Dynamic viscosity       (P,T) or  (P,T, Xj) 
 Mass diffusivity      Dj (P,T, Xj) 
Fluid properties of most single-component fluids are known. However multi-components fluids may 
require thermodynamic models to predict all mixture properties. 
Initial conditions in solids:  
 Temperature field T(x,y,z) in the whole solid domain 
Initial conditions in fluids:  
 Temperature field T(x,y,z) in the whole fluid domain 
 Pressure  field P(x,y,z) in the whole fluid domain 
 Mass concentration  fields Xj(x,y,z) in the whole fluid domain 
 Velocity field ?⃗? (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) in the whole fluid domain 
 Turbulent parameters in the fluid domain  
The knowledge of initial conditions is necessary in transient problems. However the complete 
knowledge of all instantaneous variables in the whole domain of interest is never possible and limited 
information may be sufficient. One may first compare the transit time scale (or convective time scale 
defined as the time between fluid inlet and fluid outlet in the domain of interest) Ttr with the duration 
of the transient Tend-T0. If the transit time scale is very short compared to Tend-T0, the precise 
knowledge of the initial state is usually not so important.  
A pressure has to be prescribed in at least in one point of the domain. 
Fluid boundary conditions on solid walls 
Usually these conditions are: 
 Heat transfer related: Surface temperature or heat flux normal to surface or heat transfer 
coefficient and wall temperature  
 Momentum related: wall –fluid slip conditions (no slip, free slip, or imposed wall tangential 
velocity) and zero normal velocity or imposed velocity in case of porous wall 
 Surface roughness 
 
Inlet and outlet fluid boundary conditions 
The type of boundary conditions in fluids depends on fluid velocity. Some general rules are: 
 Transported scalars (temperature, mass concentrations, turbulent quantities…) have to be 
given at all inlet boundaries where the transporting fluid is entering the volume of interest 
 In subsonic flow conditions (subsonic in the whole domain of interest), the velocity should be 
given at inlet and a pressure condition is usually given at outlet. Pressure at inlet and outlet is 
also an option. Since pressure is often measured only at walls, simple assumptions on the 
pressure field in the outlet surface may be necessary, such as uniform pressure, simple 
pressure profile or hydrostatic pressure field.  
Inlet fluid boundary conditions 
The knowledge of mean quantities is in principle required in the whole surface of fluid inlet with a 
sufficient space resolution. In some cases the upstream flow is designed so that the inlet velocity field 
is very simple: 
 Grids tend to homogenize the mean velocity 
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 A damping chamber followed by a convergent geometry tends to decrease the turbulence 
intensity 
A symmetry may also decrease the need of measurements: 
 Axi-symmetry reduces the measurement location to a radius 
 Plane symmetry reduces the measurement location to a transverse chord 
The type of averaging should be adapted to the type of turbulence models which are to be used. 
Ensemble averaging is very difficult to be obtained in experiments and a time averaging is often used. 
In steady boundary conditions, the time averaging duration should be sufficient to obtain converged 
results. In transient flow conditions, the time averaging duration should be sufficiently small to follow 
the time evolution and sufficiently large to get precise results.  
The velocity profile fixed by the CFD user at the inlet boundary condition cannot take into account 
the near wall region profile. In order to allow representative simulations of the experimental flow at  
inlet boundary condition, the issue of the hydraulic and thermal development of the flow must be 
considered when designing an experimental facility for CFD validation purpose. 
The following quantities have to be known: 
 Local mean velocity vector (time or ensemble averaging) 
 Local mean temperature (if necessary) 
 Local mean mass concentration (if not uniform) 
 Fluctuations:  
o Rms values of velocity components, of temperature and mass concentrations 
o Reynolds stress tensor 𝑣′𝑖𝑣′𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 
o Turbulent heat flux 𝑣′𝑖𝜃′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  
o Turbulent mass flux 𝑣′𝑖𝑋𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 
 Power spectra of fluctuations of velocity components, of temperature and mass concentrations 
(may be particularly important for LES application) 
 Turbulent dissipation  is a variable of many RANS models but is practically impossible to 
measure.  may be evaluated from the turbulent kinetic energy and the spectra or from the 
turbulence intensity and a specified length scale 
 Quasi 2D flows may need only 1D distribution of all principal variables but a limited 2D 
exploration of inlet field is recommended 
The measurement of fluctuations may include rms values, correlations between fluctuations 
(𝑣′𝑖𝑣′𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, 𝑣′𝑖𝜃′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , 𝑣′𝑖𝑋𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) and power spectra. If limited to rms values, it is still possible to provide boundary 
conditions to some RANS turbulence models such as k-. When Reynolds stresses are available it may 
provide accurate boundary conditions to Rij- models. If spectra are available, it may be used to build 
instantaneous boundary conditions to LES models.  
Outlet fluid boundary conditions 
In subsonic flow conditions a pressure condition is usually given at outlet. Since pressure is often 
measured only at walls, simple assumptions on the pressure field in the outlet surface may be 
necessary, such as uniform pressure or hydrostatic pressure field. The pressure boundary condition 
may be a condition on the pressure, on the pressure axial gradient 
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑛
 or even on a double derivative of 
pressure 
𝜕2𝑃
𝜕𝑛𝜕𝑡
. If assumptions on the pressure field at outlet are necessary the assumptions should be 
justified or even checked with some measurements. 
“Opening” condition exist in CFD codes which authorizes backflow at the outlet boundary 
Backflow at the outlet condition can be a source of uncertainty due to additional parameters to be known 
(backflow temperature and other scalars…). Such backflow may be influenced by external flow 
processes which are not simulated and in general such boundary conditions are not recommended. 
If backflow at the outlet condition is expected, preliminary CFD calculations can be useful in order to 
check if a possible geometrical configuration can avoid the backflow issue. If it is not possible (for 
example in case of vortices exiting the fluid domain…), precise information are needed on temperature, 
mass concentration and velocity of fluid backflow at the outlet condition and a specific conditions which 
authorize fluid backflow has to be used (“opening” type). 
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In some cases, the outlet condition can be a mass flow rate imposed (pump imposing the mass flow 
rate after the test section). 
 
Recommendations:  
Preliminary sensitivity calculations to uncertainty of inlet conditions are recommended before selecting 
the measurement technique. Most sensitive fields should be determined with special care. 
Preliminary sensitivity calculations to outlet conditions are recommended including the outlet locations 
to find the best location which makes BC easier to handle. 
6. REQUIREMENTS FOR FLOW PARAMETERS MEASUREMENT  
Flow parameters have to be measured in the domain of interest particularly where important phenomena 
take place. All regions of the flow with shear layers such as boundary layers, mixing layers, jets, should 
be well instrumented. The measurements will allow the validation of some models of the CFD tools 
which will later simulate the tests. A large number of measured parameters and a high number of 
measurement locations will provide better validation capabilities. However, measuring all principal 
variables everywhere is never possible or would be too long and expensive. Moreover, measurement 
devices are often intrusive, and could modify the downstream flow. Compromises are necessary 
following some general principles: 
 An equation model may be precisely validated when all n principal variables are known. This 
does not necessarily means that all variables are measured with the same density of measuring 
points. For example, the knowledge of pressure in a few locations may be sufficient. 
 If pressure losses are investigated more detailed pressure measurements are necessary 
 Even if pressure losses are not particularly investigated measuring irreversible P losses 
reflects the turbulent dissipation and contributes to turbulence model validation  
 The mean velocity field in shear layers is of prime importance and should be the first priority 
since the velocity field strongly influences the mixing of all scalars and momentum turbulent 
diffusion is also coupled to scalar turbulent diffusion. 
 For other models than LES, lack of velocity fluctuation measurement still enables the global 
efficiency of a turbulence model to be validated but the closure laws of the additional transport 
equations for k, , 𝑣′𝑖𝑣′𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, used in some models will not be validated 
 For LES model, the lack of velocity fluctuation measurement does not enable accurate model 
validation.  
 The mean temperature and or mass concentration fields in shear layers are also of prime 
importance when the mixing of all scalars is investigated 
 The lack of temperature and or mass concentration fluctuation measurement still enables the 
global efficiency of a turbulence model to be validated but closure laws of the additional 
transport equations for 𝜃′2̅̅ ̅̅  , 𝑣′𝑖𝜃′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , 𝑣′𝑖𝑋𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ used in some models will not be validated 
 The lack of frequency spectrum of fluctuations does not enable the LES to be fully validated  
 Turbulent dissipation  is a variable of many RANS models but is practically impossible to 
measure. When both the turbulence intensity and the velocity spectra or turbulent kinetic energy 
are available,  may be derived from them. 
 When investigating momentum, energy or mass diffusion processes, the measurement of the 
evolution of transverse profiles of mean and fluctuating quantities along the flow is necessary  
 Quasi 2D flows may need only 1D distribution of all principal variables but a limited 2D 
exploration is recommended 
 Application of invasive measurement techniques has to be carefully analyzed. Intrusive nature 
of each measurement device has to be evaluated, to determine where each of them has to be 
placed in coordination with the other measurement devices. In some cases, intrusive nature of 
the devices may need to perform several identical experimental tests with only a variation of the 
location of the device. Even if the measured quantity is not disturbed other measurements can 
be influenced. 
 Near-wall measurements of velocity, temperature and fluctuations. 
The near-wall region is mainly treated with models (single-phase law of the wall with corrections 
for roughness) in CFD codes. More precise measurements of the flow parameters in the near-
wall region can validate and help improve these models. In particular, investigation the effect of 
roughness can be useful. 
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Recommendations: 
It is recommended to give an objective to the experiment by identifying: 
 The main physical processes of interest 
 The target in terms of type of turbulence models which may be validated 
The choice of the measured parameters should be made after the objectives are clearly defined.  
The measurement of fluctuations may include rms values, correlations between fluctuations 
(𝑣′𝑖𝑣′𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, 𝑣′𝑖𝜃′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , 𝑣′𝑖𝑋𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) and power spectra:   
 If limited to rms values, it is still possible to validate some RANS turbulence models such as k-
. It can also provide a partial validation of a LES model. 
 When Reynolds stresses are available it may provide accurate boundary conditions to Rij- 
models. 
 If spectra are available, it may provide information to build boundary conditions to LES models.  
 The knowledge of spectra may help validating the turbulent dissipation equation when it is used. 
It is also highly recommended to run preliminary CFD calculations to define the best measurement 
locations, taking into account the intrusive nature of the measurement devices.  
7. REQUIREMENTS FOR MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY 
Providing reliable evaluation of measurement uncertainty is a very difficult task but is mandatory in a 
CFD code validation perspective and for determining the model uncertainty. As mentioned above, an 
experiment which minimizes  𝜹𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕 and 𝜹𝑫 minimizes also 𝒖𝒗𝒂𝒍 and provides more information on the 
accuracy of the model.  
Recommendations: 
 All measured variables should have a careful uncertainty determination including  uncertainty 
linked to the repeatability 
 In case of intrusive measurement method, the impact on the measured flow parameter should 
be at least estimated 
 Comparison between several local methods measuring the same flow parameter is 
recommended 
 Repeatability tests should be performed in both steady and transient tests. The goal is to 
evaluate uncertainties on the target parameters (if the boundary conditions are not sufficiently 
well known), to detect a significant sensitivity to initial conditions and to identify possible chaotic 
behavior 
 Local methods (velocity) confronted to integral methods (flowrate) is recommended. In presence 
of heat transfers, integral energy conservation should be checked to verify the consistency of 
available measured parameters (velocity, temperature, heat flux) 
 Preliminary sensitivity calculations of measured variables to uncertainty of a model parameter 
of interest (e.g a turbulent Prandtl number) of field variables within the CFD domain are 
recommended to be compared to 𝑢𝐷 . If 𝑢𝐷 is larger than an a priori or expected model 
uncertainty 𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙   ,  the experiment will not be very informative. 
 A systematic analysis of all possible sources of errors or uncertainty should be made which may 
include: 
o Errors due to space resolution which filters space variations  
o Errors due to imperfect knowledge of the locations of the sensors 
o Errors due to time resolution which filters time variations (inertia of the sensor) 
o Errors due to non-fully converged time averaging 
o Error coming from imperfect signal treatment 
o Uncertainty due to the limited sensitivity of the sensor 
o Bias due to statistical treatment of a sample of discrete measurements 
o Any other source 
This is a very difficult and heavy task and very few experimental data are provided with a full evaluation 
of uncertainties. Some uncertainties may also be provided which are not fully reliable. Therefore, there 
is a clear need of a guide for experimentalists which gathers all the available knowledge on sources of 
uncertainty for every type of sensor used in CFD-grade experiments.  
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8. FEED BACK FROM SOME CFD EXPERIMENTS AND CFD BENCHMARKS 
Looking for validation experiment for CFD, it appears that some existing data suffer from a list of 
weaknesses: 
 Lack of local measurements 
 Insufficient number of measured flow variables 
 Lack of well-defined initial and boundary conditions 
 Lack of information about experimental uncertainty 
This may be related to insufficient preliminary collaboration between CFD code users and 
experimentalists and insufficient specification of the requirements. 
Experience gathered in past exercises, benchmarks and any CFD validation may be useful to avoid 
errors or limitations in future CFD-grade experiments.  
PSBT and BFBT benchmarks offered a unique possibility of code validation against void fraction 
repartition in a PWR and BWR rod bundle in high velocity flow. However a deformed geometry was 
suspected (not proved), and consequently the BIC was not very accurate. More attention should be paid 
to the exact knowledge of the solid boundaries in future experiments. 
Several Tee-junction experiments were designed for thermal fatigue investigations. In this case the 
prediction of large scale fluctuations is necessary. It appears that this requires a very good knowledge 
of inlet conditions, not only the mean velocity field, but also the fluctuations. It was suspected that 
specific eddies created in a tube bend rather far upstream could influence the characteristics of the large 
eddies of interest in the mixing zone. 
MATIS-H Rod-bundle benchmark offered very detailed information of flow in a rod bundle downstream 
a spacer grid. Some simulations found a rather high sensitivity to the outlet boundary condition and to 
the position of the outlet boundary. This illustrates the need to characterize also properly the outlet BC. 
PANDA test facility was used for a benchmark on stratification of H2 layer erosion by a jet. Some 
sensitivity to inlet conditions in jet pipe and to initial conditions was found which illustrates the need of 
preliminary CFD calculations before a test specification. 
GEMIX mixing tests were envisaged for a CFD benchmark including uncertainty quantification. It was 
first found that measurements in inlet conditions were not sufficient although the flow was carefully 
homogenized by grids. Additional velocity (mean and rms values) measurements were added. After 
comparison of calculations with data in a blind benchmark, a measured peak of turbulence intensity was 
never predicted by any code. After analysis, a possible effect of density and refraction index fluctuations 
on the measurement was suspected. Difficulties arose from the use of brine together with laser 
measurement techniques. 
A generic problem is encountered when a part of a closed reactor circuit is simulated by CFD. BC of this 
CFD part are not well known and can be approximated only by macroscopic model (1D) or from 
established flow assumption whereas no established flow exists in a reactor. For such reactor 
applications of CFD, strategies to reduce the uncertainty of BIC should be established: choice of the 
domain of CFD, preliminary CFD on a large domain compared to a smaller domain,… 
9. RECOMMENDED ROADMAP FOR THE DESIGN OF CFD-GRADE EXPERIMENTS 
A CFD-grade experiment should first be characterized by a fruitful exchange between experimentalists 
and code users, from the beginning of the design of the mock-up to the end of the analysis of its results. 
A multi-step method can be proposed to design a CFD grade experiment as illustrated in figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Roadmap for designing and performing a CFD-grade experiment 
 
Step 1: Objectives 
The first step is to give clear objectives to the experiment: 
 Identify the main physical processes of interest. Processes of interest may be generic processes 
like temperature mixing, mixing of a mass concentration in case of a multicomponent flow, 
buoyancy driven natural circulation, pressure losses, heat transfers with solid structures, large 
scale flow fluctuations and associated time fluctuations of velocities, temperatures and wall heat 
transfers.  
 Identify the type of turbulence models which may be validated 
 If the experiment is devoted to nuclear reactor safety, identify the safety demonstration 
methodology which may need the use of this experiment. In particular, attention must focus on 
the uncertainty quantification method which may be used in a BEPU methodology. The planned 
experiment should also be put in the framework of a general validation matrix. 
 Define FoMs and acceptance criteria for the experiment 
 
Step 2: Specifications 
At this step, discussions between experimentalists and CFD code users are recommended to make the 
basic design of the facility, to define the test conditions, and to select the measurement techniques. The 
needs have to be confronted to the experimental potentialities. 
The geometry of the test section and general conditions of the tests to perform are first defined to answer 
the needs and to address the physical processes of interest. 
The choice of the measured parameters should be made to meet the objectives and to investigate the 
processes of interest.  
Then detailed test conditions are to be defined by the following: 
 specify the fluid and solid volume of interest which will be later simulated by CFD,  
 specify the inlet and outlet fluid surfaces,  
 specify the solid fluid boundaries and the external solid boundaries 
 define requirements on BIC, physical properties 
 define requirements on measurement uncertainty 
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 target some type of CFD model, either RANS (eddy viscosity based or Reynolds stress based) 
or LES or even hybrid model and define requirements on what to measure and where depending 
on the targeted type of CFD model 
Step 3: Preliminary CFD calculations 
When the test section is designed to address the physical processes of interest, preliminary calculations 
may be useful: 
 sensitivity calculations to uncertainty of inlet boundary conditions are recommended before 
selecting the measurement technique. Most sensitive fields should be determined with special 
care 
 sensitivity calculations to outlet boundary conditions are recommended varying the outlet 
locations and possibly the type of outlet conditions 
 calculations to define the best measurement locations in the test section 
A feedback on the specification step is possible if necessary, possibly including the test section 
geometry.  
Step 4: Evaluation of expected validation uncertainty 
A CFD-grade experiment should provide the lowest values of  δinput and δD related to the exhaustive 
BIC specification, to the physical properties, and to the measurement accuracy. After having defined the 
FoM based on available measurements, the global validation uncertainty on this FoM is evaluated. 
 All measured field variables should have a careful evaluation to determine δD on the field 
variable 
 All BIC variables should have a careful evaluation to determine  𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 
 Preliminary calculations are used to evaluate the numerical uncertainty 𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑚
2  
 The resulting validation uncertainty on the FoM is determined by 𝑢𝑣𝑎𝑙 = √𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
2 + 𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑚2 + 𝑢𝐷
2  
If the acceptance criterion (criteria) is (are) met, one can go to the next step. If it is not met a feedback 
on step 2 is possible to change the measurement technique, or to add measurements in the inlet and 
outlet fluid boundaries, or even to improve the measurement technique. 
Step 5: Building of the test facility and performing the tests 
The test facility is built according to specifications and test are carried out following the specified test 
conditions. Repeatability tests are mandatory to check and evaluate uncertainties on FoM. Then a 
posteriori verifications may be done after comparison to code simulations if an unexplained differences 
are observed.   
Step 6: Final check of experiment suitability 
Usually, the defined test conditions are not exactly the same as those observed during the experiments. 
Sometimes the differences are significant. The check of actual experimental uncertainties and anew 
evaluation of validation uncertainty enables to prove the quality of the experimental work and eventually 
gives indication what can be (or need to be) improved. Finally, it would give information, if the experiment 
meet the acceptance criteria and is suitable for the purpose of validation.       
10. SPECIFIC COMMENTS FOR CFD-GRADE CET OR IET  
Due to the specific difficulties related to CETs or IETs, there cannot be the same density of 
instrumentation in all parts of the test facility as in SETs. The general principles applicable to CFD-grade 
SET experiments have to be followed also in CETs or IETs as far as possible and the same roadmap 
must be followed.  
The general objective of the experiment must be clearly identified together with the reference reactor, 
the scenario and the FoMs with the expected accuracy (see end of chapter 2). The type of CFD model 
which will be used for the validation and for the reactor application is selected in order to select the 
appropriate quantities to be measured in IC and BC. 
Step 2: Preliminary CFD calculations have to be performed during the specification step at both the 
reactor scale and at the experiment scale of the planned test in order to: 
 Identify the regions of interest where important phenomena affecting the FoM are taking place. 
Check that the same phenomena may take place qualitatively and quantitatively in the 
experiment as in the reactor. 
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 The selection of the nature and the locations of the measured parameters should be made to 
make possible the validation of the models which control the processes of interest.  
 A sufficient number of measured parameters has to be chosen to avoid compensation errors 
 Attention should be paid to geometrical details which may have an influence such as sharp edge 
or rounded edge connections, obstacles,…Check that simplification of the geometry do not 
affect significantly the process of interest, as far as the code model is able to see this effect. 
This is an a priori verification which may be complemented by a posteriori verifications (see 
below). 
Step 3: CET also needs preliminary calculations at the experiment scale 
 Sensitivity tests to the assumed uncertainty on BIC corresponding to the planned 
instrumentation are necessary to check that the impact on the uncertainty of the FoMs is not 
too high.  
 An estimation of the total uncertainty of the predicted FoM coming from all sources of uncertainty 
other than physical modelling is necessary to determine if the test will be useful for the safety 
analysis. If necessary some sources of uncertainties (BIC, measurement uncertainty) have to 
be reduced by additional efforts on the instrumentation.  
Step 4: Validation uncertainty: 
 If CFD code users intend to use an uncertainty evaluation of the code models for uncertainty 
quantification of the CFD simulation in a general UQ method, a preliminary estimation of the 
total uncertainty of the predicted FoM coming from all sources of uncertainty including physical 
modelling is necessary to determine if the test will be useful for the safety analysis. 
Step 5: 
When the test facility is built and the tests are started, some recommendations are: 
 An a posteriori check of the physical behavior in the regions where important phenomena 
affecting the FoMs were expected is recommended to confirm the preliminary analysis. If 
necessary more precise experimental investigations in other regions of the test facility may be 
added.  
 Possible sensitivity tests by changing some geometrical details which may have an influence -
such as sharp edge or rounded edge connections, obstacles,…- may bring a precious 
information on the real influence of these details. 
 Repeatability tests are mandatory. 
11. CONCLUSIONS 
The design of validation experiments for CFD application to reactor simulation still need some guidelines 
to check that they will be able to provide the expected information on the accuracy of reactor simulations. 
In an attempt to establish requirements for CFD-grade experiments, a multi-step roadmap is proposed 
and recommendations and guidelines are listed. A collaboration between code users and 
experimentalists at the beginning of the design is required for giving clear objectives and defining the 
specifications of the test facility and the instrumentation. This is placed in the general framework of a 
BEPU approach for safety analysis of some reactor transients. Preliminary calculations are necessary 
in the design process and the uncertainty of validation must be evaluated to check that experiment will 
be informative enough on some predetermined figure of merit. 
It is expected that this document will contribute to build more helpful future experimental programs, 
although the presented guidelines and recommendations still need to be complemented and improved. 
An important effort should be made in the future to establish practical guidelines for estimating the 
experimental uncertainty which seems to be the weak point in the current roadmap. This could justify a 
future activity of both the WGAMA CFD Task Group and the SILENCE Network to write a guide for 
experimentalists which gathers all the available knowledge on sources of uncertainty for every type of 
sensor used in CFD-grade experiments. 
12. List of ACRONYMS 
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
BEPU Best-Estimate Plus Uncertainty 
BIC Boundary and Initial Conditions 
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BC Boundary Conditions 
BPG Best Practice Guidelines 
CET Combined Effect Test  
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 
CFD4NRS Computational Fluid Dynamics for Nuclear Reactor Safety 
CMFD Computational Multi-Fluid Dynamics 
CSNI Committee for the Safety of Nuclear Installations  
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation 
ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System 
FoM Figure of Merit 
FSI Fluid-Structure Interaction 
HT Heat Transfer 
IC Initial Conditions 
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency 
IET Integral Effect Test 
LES Large Eddy Simulation  
MSLB Main Steam Line Break 
NEA Nuclear Energy Agency 
NRS Nuclear Reactor Safety 
OECD Organization for the Economic Cooperation and Development 
PIRT Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table 
PTS Pressurized Thermal Shock 
RANS Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes 
SILENCE Significant Light and heavy water reactor thermal-hydraulic Experiments Network for 
the Consistent Exploitation of the data 
SET Separate Effect Test 
UMAE Uncertainty Method by Accuracy Extrapolation 
UQ Uncertainty Quantification 
URANS Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes 
V&V Verification and Validation 
VLES Very Large Eddy Simulation 
WG Writing Group 
WGAMA Working Group on the Analysis and Management of Accidents 
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